Abstract: In China, cross-track high-speed trains (CTHSTs) play an important role in railway passenger transportation, with an increasing number of cross-track passengers sourced from the expansion of high-speed railway (HSR) network. The CTHST generally has long travel times, so running CTHSTs is not beneficial for train rescheduling work and plan's periodicity in the periodic operation context. Thus, the main challenge in cross-track line planning is looking for a symmetry point between passenger transportation and disadvantages of running CTHSTs, which are two conflicting aspects. In this study, we developed a multiobjective integer programming model to produce a balanced cross-track line plan by combining individual-track high-speed trains (ITHSTs) into CTHSTs, which is a discrete optimization problem. This strikes a balance among four goals: the periodicity of the line plan, CTHST quantity, CTHST mileage, and CTHST stops in the context of periodic operation, while satisfying the constraints of passenger demand and the number of available ITHSTs. Numerical experiments are conducted based on a real-world network and optimal solutions were quickly obtained. We analyzed impacts of each goal and parameter on the result and influencing factors of computation. Comparisons with existing methods and real-life plans were also presented to show improvements made by proposed model.
Introduction
Since the late 2000s, China's high-speed railway (HSR) has experienced large growth, and its network has expanded from a single HSR line to multiple HSR lines forming an intersected network. By the end of 2015, China completed the construction of the HSR network, which is mainly formed by Four Vertical and Four Horizontal HSR lines (FVFH-HSR, i.e., four north-south HSR lines and four east-west HSR lines), with a total mileage of 19,000 km. By 2020, this mileage will exceed 30,000 km. With the quick expansion of the HSR network, the number of cross-track passengers, who pass through more than one individual railway line along their trips (e.g., passenger 3 in Figure 1a , whose origin station is on Track A-B and destination station is on Track C-D), is rapidly increasing. In this case, determining how to rationally create a reasonable line plan (i.e., a set of train paths together with their frequencies) to serve this important group of passengers is urgently required, but this is a complex problem since there are many aspects needed to be considered in this issue: passenger demand, periodicity of the line plan, train scheduling/rescheduling work, and so on. A good cross-track line plan needs to strike a balance among all aspects. A railway network is composed of many tracks (in other words, railway lines). Figure 2 shows a HSR network which is the main framework of China's HSR network in the year of 2015. In the figure, there are eight tracks interlacing at intermediate stations (e.g., track BJW-SZN and track BaJS-XZE) or connecting at terminal stations (e.g., track BJS-SHHQ and track SHHQ-CSS). As for the passengers travelling in this network, there are two kinds of passengers according to the number of tracks covered by passenger's travel: the individual-track passengers and cross-track passengers. The former one represents passengers traveling on only one track (in other words a railway line) and latter one denotes passengers traveling on two or more tracks. According to the similar classification rule, trains can be classified by individual-track train (ITT) and cross-track train (CTT). An illustrative example is given in Figure 1 . There are five railway stations labeled A, B, C, D, and E. Track A-B and Track C-D are two tracks interlacing at Station E (which is named the crossing station in this paper). In this simple network, trains 1 and 2 are ITTs running on only one track, while train 3 is a CTT because it runs on both track A-B and C-D. By the way, the ITTs and CTTs running on HSR are individual-track high-speed trains (ITHSTs) and cross-track high-speed trains (CTHSTs) respectively. A railway network is composed of many tracks (in other words, railway lines). Figure 2 shows a HSR network which is the main framework of China's HSR network in the year of 2015. In the figure, there are eight tracks interlacing at intermediate stations (e.g., track BJW-SZN and track BaJS-XZE) or connecting at terminal stations (e.g., track BJS-SHHQ and track SHHQ-CSS). As for the passengers travelling in this network, there are two kinds of passengers according to the number of tracks covered by passenger's travel: the individual-track passengers and cross-track passengers. The former one represents passengers traveling on only one track (in other words a railway line) and latter one denotes passengers traveling on two or more tracks. According to the similar classification rule, trains can be classified by individual-track train (ITT) and cross-track train (CTT). An illustrative example is given in Figure 1 . There are five railway stations labeled A, B, C, D, and E. Track A-B and Track C-D are two tracks interlacing at Station E (which is named the crossing station in this paper). In this simple network, trains 1 and 2 are ITTs running on only one track, while train 3 is a CTT because it runs on both track A-B and C-D. By the way, the ITTs and CTTs running on HSR are individual-track high-speed trains (ITHSTs) and cross-track high-speed trains (CTHSTs) respectively. A railway network is composed of many tracks (in other words, railway lines). Figure 2 shows a HSR network which is the main framework of China's HSR network in the year of 2015. In the figure, there are eight tracks interlacing at intermediate stations (e.g., track BJW-SZN and track BaJS-XZE) or connecting at terminal stations (e.g., track BJS-SHHQ and track SHHQ-CSS). As for the passengers travelling in this network, there are two kinds of passengers according to the number of tracks covered by passenger's travel: the individual-track passengers and cross-track passengers. The former one represents passengers traveling on only one track (in other words a railway line) and latter one denotes passengers traveling on two or more tracks. According to the similar classification rule, trains can be classified by individual-track train (ITT) and cross-track train (CTT). An illustrative example is given in Figure 1 . There are five railway stations labeled A, B, C, D, and E. Track A-B and Track C-D are two tracks interlacing at Station E (which is named the crossing station in this paper). In this simple network, trains 1 and 2 are ITTs running on only one track, while train 3 is a CTT because it runs on both track A-B and C-D. By the way, the ITTs and CTTs running on HSR are individual-track high-speed trains (ITHSTs) and cross-track high-speed trains (CTHSTs) respectively. However, there is a difference between European countries and China to serve cross-track passengers. In Europe, transfer pattern is widely used by passengers. It is because that the railway lines in Europe are generally shorter than those of China, which makes it possible to adopt periodic timetables. In this case, the ITTs of different tracks are operated regularly, which is beneficial for passengers to make transfers between different tracks. What is more, the railway station in Europe is an open system and people can move freely inside the station, which make transfers more convenient. Unlike Europe, tracks in China are much longer, which makes it less possible to apply periodic timetables. Also, the transfer mode cannot be widely used in China given its inconvenience in China's context. The railway station in China is a closed system. People need to go through a quick security check when entering the station. Furthermore, they cannot move from one platform to another inside the station because the passage to the platform is unidirectional. Therefore, passengers who want to transfer tracks first need to leave the station by another passage and then check in again with a security check, which is inconvenient. In the last few years, some main stations in the Chinese HSR network have installed bidirectional automatic fare gates to support transfers inside the station and this improvement may be implemented at more stations in the future. However, since the timetable is nonperiodic in China (which performs worse than periodic timetables in terms of transfer) and the railway company has also paid much attention to the directness of the transportation service, passengers in China still prefer to go to their destination by direct trains. Therefore, direct travel service is the main pattern of transporting passengers in China's railway system, and cross-track passengers are mainly served by CTHSTs which can provide direct travel service for cross-track travels. In this context, CTHST plays an important role in China's HSR system, and a certain proportion of CTHSTs will become a feature of China's HSR. For example, in the current timetable of the Beijing-Shanghai HSR, CTHSTs represent 64% of the train fleet [1] .
Despite the important role of CTHST in serving cross-track passengers, there are also some drawbacks in running CTHSTs. First, as CTHSTs need to pass through no less than two tracks, when a delay occurs on a CTHST, many trains on the related tracks are affected. Thus, from the dispatcher's point of view, it is not optimal to run too many CTHSTs. Second, as the running distance of the CTHST is generally longer, some CTHSTs cannot be operated periodically. Moreover, the travel demand for many cross-track origin-destination (OD) pairs is relatively low, so it is also unnecessary for some CTHSTs to be periodic trains. Therefore, in the periodic operation pattern, running nonperiodic CTHSTs will affect the periodicity of the whole plan. Third, due to the long running distance and large number of intermediate stops, a CTHST's travel time is generally long and the running speed is usually low. As a result, some long-distance travelers will spend more time on their journeys and may not be satisfied with the travel service. Thus, it is also necessary to minimize the running distance and the number of stops of CTHSTs. In this case, we need to strike a balance between running CTHSTs and minimizing their disadvantages.
Given the above, i.e., Chinese travel habits, railway transportation modes, and the HSR network features, the CTHST plays an important role in China's railway transportation system. In reality, the cross-track line plan is mainly designed based on the experience of the plan-makers instead of optimal programming in China, which cannot guarantee the accuracy and optimality of the plan. On the other hand, due to the large scale of the network, different train stop patterns and the high speed of CTHSTs, situations of cross-track travel and line planning are diverse worldwide. Besides, the existing methods of line planning will make the cross-track line planning problem hard to be computed (which will be explained in Section 2) in China. Therefore, we propose a new line planning strategy and introduce a model for cross-track line planning. The model proposed in this paper generated a line plan that not only meets the cross-track passenger demand but also comprehensively optimizes the train quantity, stop quantity, running mileage, and periodicity of the line plan, thus striking a balance between passenger transportation and the negative effects of running CTHSTs. The model formulation is firstly proposed for a simple case where only two tracks are involved and was then expanded to general formulation for multiple tracks. The proposed model quickly obtains optimal solutions.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) Due to the important role that the CTHST plays in China's HSR system and the lack of an efficient computer method for cross-track line planning in China, a new process to generate a cross-track line plan in periodic context is proposed. The process is formed in two stages and we can obtain the cross-track line plan based on the individual-track line plans using this process. Then, both the cross-track line plans and individual-track line plans could produce a networked line plan adapted to Chinese travel habits and management rules. (2) A multiobjective integer linear programming model for cross-track line planning is developed by combining individual-track lines into cross-track lines, in the context of periodic operation. There are four goals in the objective function: periodicity of the line plan, train quantity, running mileage, and stop quantity. The constraints of the model include passenger demand and the number of individual-track lines available for combination. We first introduce the model formulation for a two-track case, and then expand it to the general formulation for generating the cross-track line plan for a multiple-track case. (3) We test the proposed model using China's HSR cases. Optimal solutions are quickly obtained. In particular, we generate cross-track line plans for a large-scale HSR network, which was the first to be conducted in China to the best of our knowledge. We also explore the impacts of the goals' weights and periodicity criteria parameter on the result and influencing factors of computation. Two comparisons with the existing classic methods and real-life line plans are also presented, respectively. These experiments verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our model. This rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related existing practical situations and academic researches. Section 3 proposes the new line planning strategy and describes the problem tackled in this article. Section 4 introduces the modeling work including the model assumptions, the model formulation for two tracks and the model formulation for multiple tracks. In Section 5, numerical experiments on a real-world network are presented. The final section presents our conclusions along with a summary of the comments and future research steps.
Literature Review
By now, many scholars have studied the issue of line planning and line plan optimization, and the related classical models and algorithms are described in Schobel [2] and Goerigk et al. [3] . Line planning in a periodic pattern has been reported in many studies [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Among them, Li [8] , Xu [9] and Jin [10] studied the cyclic line plan generation method in China. With regard to the line plan of CTHST, both practical and academic situations are different worldwide.
In Europe, the railway lines are relatively in a short distance and networks are dense. In this case, different with the practical situation of China, there is actually not an explicit classification of ITHST and CTHST in Europe. As a consequence, the existing line planning researches in Europe are basically carried out for an individual railway line or a network, and there are virtually no studies focusing on the cross-track line plan specifically. Another reason for this academic situation is that the relatively regular train stop pattern in Europe significantly reduces the size of the line pool, which makes it possible to generate a line plan for a railway network in a reasonable time.
At present, most line planning researches are based on a line pool (i.e., a set of potential lines) [2] . In this case, line planning under this approach can be regarded as the second phase of a two-step approach: lines are constructed (i.e., line generation) in the first phase and a line plan is chosen from this set in the second phase. Many existing line planning models deal with the selection of a set of lines out of a given line pool [2] . The line pool cannot be too small since in this case the line pool cannot provide flexibility to the subsequent line selection stage. On the other hand, the line pool should not be very large because the line planning problem cannot be solved efficiently in this way [11] . The size of the line pool is determined by numbers of potential departure and arrival stations, routes, vehicles types and stop plans, which are components to identify a line (i.e., a train). Since the line pool is usually given as input in most European line planning studies, only few researches exist that deal with the line pool generation problem, such as Gattermann et al. [11] . However, the rare line pool generation studies in European context do not need to deal with a complex stop planning problem. It is because that in most European countries, the train stop plan, which is an important component of the line, is in a regular all-stop pattern based on system split theory [12] . By this theory, the railway network is split into InterCity (IC) system, InterRegio (IR) system, and AggloRegio (AR) system. The IC system only contains IC stations, the IR system contains IC stations and IR stations, and the AR system contains all stations. Correspondingly, trains are also classified as IC trains, IR trains, and AR trains. A specific train usually stops at each station belonging to its corresponding system along its route. For example, an IR train usually stops at each IC or IR station along its trip (as shown in Figure 4a ). Thus, in most cases, there is not so much work about stop planning in line generation stage under European context, since the line's stop plan can be basically determined as long as the line's departure and terminal stations, line's route and line's class (i.e., IC, IR, or AR) are known. As a consequence, due to the System Split Theory and all-stop pattern, the complexity of line generation work in Europe is reduced and the number of potential lines (i.e., the size of the line pool) is controlled in an acceptable range. In Europe, the railway lines are relatively in a short distance and networks are dense. In this case, different with the practical situation of China, there is actually not an explicit classification of ITHST and CTHST in Europe. As a consequence, the existing line planning researches in Europe are basically carried out for an individual railway line or a network, and there are virtually no studies focusing on the cross-track line plan specifically. Another reason for this academic situation is that the relatively regular train stop pattern in Europe significantly reduces the size of the line pool, which makes it possible to generate a line plan for a railway network in a reasonable time.
At present, most line planning researches are based on a line pool (i.e., a set of potential lines) [2] . In this case, line planning under this approach can be regarded as the second phase of a two-step approach: lines are constructed (i.e., line generation) in the first phase and a line plan is chosen from this set in the second phase. Many existing line planning models deal with the selection of a set of lines out of a given line pool [2] . The line pool cannot be too small since in this case the line pool cannot provide flexibility to the subsequent line selection stage. On the other hand, the line pool should not be very large because the line planning problem cannot be solved efficiently in this way [11] . The size of the line pool is determined by numbers of potential departure and arrival stations, routes, vehicles types and stop plans, which are components to identify a line (i.e., a train). Since the line pool is usually given as input in most European line planning studies, only few researches exist that deal with the line pool generation problem, such as Gattermann et al. [11] . However, the rare line pool generation studies in European context do not need to deal with a complex stop planning problem. It is because that in most European countries, the train stop plan, which is an important component of the line, is in a regular all-stop pattern based on system split theory [12] . By this theory, the railway network is split into InterCity (IC) system, InterRegio (IR) system, and AggloRegio (AR) system. The IC system only contains IC stations, the IR system contains IC stations and IR stations, and the AR system contains all stations. Correspondingly, trains are also classified as IC trains, IR trains, and AR trains. A specific train usually stops at each station belonging to its corresponding system along its route. For example, an IR train usually stops at each IC or IR station along its trip (as shown in Figure 4a ). Thus, in most cases, there is not so much work about stop planning in line generation stage under European context, since the line's stop plan can be basically determined as long as the line's departure and terminal stations, line's route and line's class (i.e., IC, IR, or AR) are known. As a consequence, due to the System Split Theory and all-stop pattern, the complexity of line generation work in Europe is reduced and the number of potential lines (i.e., the size of the line pool) is controlled in an acceptable range. Contrastingly, since the railway lines are constructed one by one and lengths of them are longer, the concept of CTT has been proposed for a long time in China. As mentioned before, as a characteristic product, CTHST plays an important role in serving cross-track passengers in Chinese Contrastingly, since the railway lines are constructed one by one and lengths of them are longer, the concept of CTT has been proposed for a long time in China. As mentioned before, as a characteristic product, CTHST plays an important role in serving cross-track passengers in Chinese high-speed railway system. Despite the different practical situations, in nature, the cross-track line planning problem in China is identical to the line planning problem in Europe. However, as reviewed above, most existing line planning methods (introduced in Schobel [2] and Bussieck [12] ) are based on the line pool. As for the line generation stage, which is regarded as a former phase of line selection, there is a difference between China and Europe.
Unlike Europe, determining line stops is a complicated job in China. Firstly, there is not an explicit classification (like IC, IR, and AR) of stations and trains in Chinese HSR system, so line stop planning is carried out based on the whole system instead of different subsystems (i.e., IC, IR, and AR systems). Secondly, the train stop plan in China is in a totally irregular skip-stop pattern. It is because that railway lines in China are longer and there are more stations along them. If an all-stop pattern is applied, the travel time of the train will be so long due to the long running time and much more dwell time and additional time caused by the large number of stops. In this case, trains only stop at some of stations along their routes and train stops look more discrete than those in Europe (as shown in Figure 4b ). Although in Europe, the train stop plan also looks like a skip-stop plan in the whole system's view (e.g., IC trains do not stop at IR and AR stations), but in the line generation stage, the stop plan is determined in an almost all-stop pattern based on each subsystem (i.e., IC, IR, and AR, respectively). Therefore, in China's context, when line origin/terminal stations and route are identified, we also need to determine a reasonable set of stations along the route as stops. Due to the irregular skip-stop pattern, there will be an explosion number of possible stop combinations, which makes train stop planning a complex problem in China. Although the size of the line pool is also large in Europe due to many possible terminal stations, its size is still much smaller than that in China because for each "departure station-terminal station" pair, the number of possible stop plans in China is much larger than that in Europe. For example, we can see from Figure 4 that for a specific "departure station-terminal station" pair, a European IR train has one possible stop plan (i.e., all IC and IR stations between the departure station and terminal station, and the same is true for IC train and AR train) in most cases, but in China's context, there is a large number of possible trains starting from this departure station and ending at this terminal station due to various possible stop plans. Moreover, in the cross-track problem, CTHSTs pass though more stations because of their longer running distances, so the number of possible stop combinations will be further increased, making the line generation work more complicated and time-consuming, and also leading to a much larger size of the line pool. Thus, when applying existing methods to deal with the cross-track line planning problem in China, the line pool should be kept in a reasonable scale or be generated in a new way, otherwise it will bring great difficulty to both line generation stage and line selection stage. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research providing a method to generate possible stop plans under irregular skip-stop context in the line generation stage.
However, in recent years, optimizing train stop plans with a skip-stop strategy has been studied by many researchers from different views, which is a similar research area. The comparison between them and stop planning in line pool generation stage is shown in Table 1 . We can see that these studies are mainly carried out in the timetabling stage, dealing with the stop plan optimization problem based on a given or a practical stop plan. The objectives are mainly aimed at minimizing passenger's travel time or maximizing the utilization of track capacity. In these studies, skip-stop is an optimization strategy to achieve the goal. As contrast, determining line's stops is a task in line pool generation stage, which is a former phase of the line planning problem. It aims at creating a set of potential and reasonable stop plans by the given original and destination stations of lines, routes of lines and passenger demand instead of a practical train stop plan. In fact, the stop planning in line pool generation process is choosing stations to stop from an empty plan instead of choosing which stations to skip from a given or an all-stop plan. In this case, the method used for stop plan optimization with skip-stop strategy As for other countries around the world, the practical and academic contexts of CTHST (or CTT) are also different with China.
In Japan, which is another country with dense HSR lines, the network and train stop pattern are more similar to European ones. Although IR trains in Japan adopt skip-stop pattern, the number of stop plans is limited due to the periodic timetable. However, the Chinese timetable is totally nonperiodic and it is another reason why there are various train stop plans in China.
The United States, Russia, and India all have large-scale railway networks, which are similar to China, but the situations of planning and running CTHST are still diverse. The USA has the largest railway network in the world [20] , but there is only one HSR line (~362 km) in the northeast of the country and the railway lines are mainly used for freight and container transportation. For passenger transport, road and air transportation are the main methods, and the passenger kilometer contributed by the railway is only ranked 30th in the world, which is far less than China (ranked 2nd position, more than 70 times of the USA) [21] . It means that both the number and density of passenger trains are much lower in the USA, which simplifies the planning and scheduling work. Moreover, the passenger railway lines in the USA are mainly for suburban and intercity travel. The number of long-distance railway travelers is much smaller and long-distance trains are mainly sightseeing trains. In this case, in the USA, the role of railway transportation and the situation of long-distance CTT are totally different with those in China. There are few researches focusing on planning or scheduling long-distance CTTs in America because it is meaningless. The situation is similar in Canada, which owns the 5th largest railway network in the world [20] .
Russia has the 3rd largest railway network [22] and 3rd largest number of passenger kilometer in the world [20] . There are four types of high-speed trains with specific running railway lines respectively, i.e., Sapsan train between Moscow and St.Petersburg (maximum speed 250 km/h), Allegro trains between Saint Petersburg and Helsinki (maximum speed 220 km/h), Lastochka trains between St. Petersburg (maximum speed 160 km/h), and Novgorod and Strizh trains between Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod [23] . Cross-track travels, which are in a relatively long distance, are implemented by ordinary passenger trains with low speed. This leads to longer travel times, so many cross-track trains in Russia are overnight trains. On the other hand, in 2017, passenger transportation volume reached 1117.9 million, while suburban railway contributed 1015.7 million passengers [22] . That is, the number of long-distance railway passengers (including those using high-speed railway) accounts for only a small proportion of the total. What is more, the Russian railway company also provides many transfer plans for people [24] . As a consequence, for each cross-track train route, there is only a few or even one CTT providing direct travel service every day (e.g., trains from St. Petersburg to Kazan and trains from St. Petersburg to Samara in Ref. [24] ). In this case, there are usually many stops in the CTT of Russia because the number of CTTs for each cross-track route is very limited and each CTT needs to provide at least one direct travel choice for as many cross-track OD pairs as possible along its route. If there are more than one CTT running on a same route, these CTT stop plans can be a little different. Due to the small account of CTTs and the use of a nearly all-stopped train stop plan (which is similar to Chinese ordinary passenger trains), the research of planning and scheduling CTTs (or even CTHSTs) also lacks enough motivation and meaning in Russia; the researches in Russia mainly focus on scheduling for an individual railway line [25] [26] [27] or an urban rail network [28, 29] .
As other country with both a large railway network and a large volume of passenger kilometer [20, 21] , India is more similar to China due to the scale and density of the network and the large amount of passengers. However, Indian train stop plans are more similar to European ones to some extent. In India, there is also an explicit classification of trains (i.e., Shatabdi/Rajdhani/Duronto, Express/Mail Trains and Ordinary Trains). Each class of trains has a corresponding set of stopping stations. The practical train stop plans are determined by some strategies (e.g., skip-stop, segment complementation) based on the all-stop pattern, see Refs. [30, 31] . In constrast, China's train stop planning has a problem of determining which stations are chosen to stop, instead of determining which stations are skip based on the all-stop plan. Thus, India's experience is not applicable to China. Besides, another important difference in CTHST planning (or CTT planning in India) is that for long-distance railway travel the sensitivity of travel time is much reduced in India. This is because India has no HSR. The fastest trains in India are operated at an average speed of 80 to 100 km/h [32] . What is more, 70% of the Indian railway network consists of single-track segments, which are bottlenecks of train operation [33] . In China, the amount of single-track stretches only makes up 42% of the network, and all the HSR lines are double-track lines [34] . These factors make the travel time of CTT much longer in India. Similar with the situation in Russia, most CTTs in India are overnight trains, but their travel times are even longer than those in Russia, usually reaching two or three days [35] . Differently, the CTHSTs in China are fast and efficient, usually with a speed between 200 and 350 km/h. The maximum travel time of CTHST is 15 h, running on a route with a length of 2552 km [36] . Due to its high-speed attribute, minimizing travel time is an important objective in CTHST line planning and this objective is influenced by travel distance and the number of stops. Actually, the CTHST in China is naturally a type of long-distance high-speed train instead of the ordinary passenger train or overnight train. It is operated at a high speed between 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. Thus, it should be planned in a high-speed train standard, following China's train stop pattern.
As for academic situation, there is nearly no research dealing with the CTT line planning problem in India. In fact, in India, the studies about railway transportation planning mainly focus on train scheduling instead of line planning, which includes scheduling for one line [37] , scheduling for a small network [38] [39] [40] , and scheduling for an urban rail network [41, 42] . In practice, timetabling in India is done manually with some computer based visualization and decision support [41] . This is an iterative procedure which starts by modifying the already existing timetable based on track availability and historical demand patterns.
In China, line planning is presently done manually in practice, based on demands, historical line plans, and planners' experience. The procedure is similar to practical timetabling in India to some extent. This approach lacks optimization that one might use when designing line plans. Compared with the problem within an individual railway line, the cross-track problem extends the scale to the network range, which makes line planning, timetabling and even catering planning (see Wu et al. [43] and Wu et al. [44] ) more complicated. In this case, due to the unique characteristics of CTHST, complexity of cross-track problem and the lack of programming method, many Chinese researchers have studied cross-track line plans from different viewpoints.
Zhou [45] , Lan et al. [46] , and Li [47] analyzed the transportation mode of cross-track passengers and running factors of CTHSTs, and determined the factors and conditions required to operate the CTHST. Other authors [48, 49] analyzed the reasonable running distance and preferred speed of a CTHST, and Xu et al. [49] additionally considered the fatigue factor of drivers. Zhang and Yan [50] calculated the feasible running time horizon of the CTHST based on the existing conclusions in low-speed tracks. In the case where the CTHST runs on the tracks at different speeds, Zhang [51] and Luo [52] studied the impact of the CTHST on each railway's timetable and proposed a coordination mechanism between the tracks. Niu et al. [53] studied the long-distance passenger transportation mode in a network comprised of high-speed and common speed railways. The direct service mode and transfer mode were analyzed, with a particular focus on the generalized travel cost of long-distance passengers and operation benefit of railway enterprises.
Overnight passengers are a special kind of cross-track passenger. They travel throughout the entire night and their travel distance is very long. Therefore, determining how to design the operation scheme of overnight CTHSTs to transport these passengers is a specific problem in China. Zhu [54] analyzed the range of an overnight CTHST's running distance and running time horizon, and the influence of different night maintenance modes (i.e., maintenance skylight) on overnight CTHSTs. Then, they developed a model for choosing crossing stations and solved this model using a genetic algorithm. Peng and Luo [55] analyzed the organization mode of overnight CTHSTs and the running distance under different maintenance skylights but did not provide a quantitative method for choosing the best mode. To solve this problem, in Zhang et al. [56] , the organization modes of overnight CTHSTs, for example, waiting for Integrated Maintenance Time (IMT) at a HSR station, transferring from HSR to Common Speed Railway (CSR) before IMT, transferring from HSR to CSR before IMT, and from CSR to HSR after IMT, were proposed according to the adopted integrated maintenance pattern on the HSR. By solving the alternative scheme generation model, they concluded that waiting mode is preferable for long distance overnight CTHSTs, whereas the transferring pattern should be the first choice for the medium-distance trains. The nonlinear integer program optimization model for operation mode choice was built by Zhang et al. [57] . The objective function included the degree of passenger satisfaction with the departure and arrival moments, fare attraction, section capacity, difficulty of organization, and the number of CTHSTs supplied. Besides the operational limitations, the relationship between the crossing station and arrival/departure time and the station capacity were considered in the constraints. The authors further recommended that long-distance overnight CTHSTs should choose a waiting pattern with a speed of 300 km/h, whereas medium-distance trains should select a transferring pattern with a speed of 250 km/h.
With regard to designing the line plan of CTHSTs, in Peng et al. [58] , a combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation was used to study the transportation mode of the Wuhan-Guangzhou HSR and the line plan of the CTHST. The authors studied the various collinear operation cases of the ITHST and CTHST with different combinations of speed. Similarly, Tian [59] studied the problem of a CTHST running on parallel tracks with different speeds. Based on the analysis of the conditions and modes of CTHST and reasonable travel time and running distance, a line plan for the CTHST was established. A multiobjective programming model and the design of the virtual case verified the validity of the model and algorithm. In Yang et al. [60] , with the aim of minimizing the cost of vehicles, train operation, and passenger travel time, a model for cross-track line planning was constructed for an urban railway system. Research showed that the implementation of a CTT required a certain ratio of redundancy and saved business operation costs and passenger travel costs when compared to individual-track independent operations.
In summary, the practical situations of CTT are diverse worldwide. In China, there is a large proportion of cross-track passengers. Due to direct travel habit, CTHST plays an important role in serving this part of passengers in Chinese HSR system. However, the long distance of tracks and irregular skip-stop pattern lead to a large amount of potential cross-track lines, making the computation of cross-track line planning more difficult. None of these features can be found in any other country. From the academic view, there are few researches about cross-track line planning in Europe or other countries. Also, few studies about line pool generation method (especially in an irregular skip-stop context) can be found. Thus, a new method is needed to avoid generating such a big cross-track line pool. In China, many researchers have performed research with regard to CTTs from the perspectives of the passenger transportation mode, running time horizon, and coordination of different tracks. However, only a few studies have been completed in a HSR context. Also, the studies in HSR's context have mainly focused on the qualitative analysis with some simple calculations of train's properties, such as reasonable running distance, running time horizon, and running speed, without considering specific passenger flows, which is one of the key factors in the line planning problem. Some studies on urban rail are related to the CTT problem, but the stop pattern in the urban rail system is similar to that of the European railway system, i.e., an all-stop pattern, which is different from the stop pattern in China's HSR lines. For periodic line plans, the existing studies have addressed this problem from an individual-track or a network point of view. None of them have specifically considered the CTT. In short, there has been little research on generating a line plan for a CTT or CTHST considering both the cross-track passenger demand and operational factors. On the other hand, it is also unreasonable to separately generate the cross-track line plan and individual-track line plan according to cross-track demand and individual-track demand respectively because CTHSTs can also serve individual-track passengers. In this case, it is better to simultaneously consider the line plans of both CTHSTs and ITHSTs in the network.
Problem Statement
In the topic of line planning, a line is a train path in the public transportation network (PTN) and the line planning problem is defined as finding a set of lines together with their frequencies [2] . In order to define a line, we need to determine its start and end stations, vehicle type, running route, and stopping stations along the route, based on the passenger flow demand. For the cross-track line planning problem in China's context, we propose a new line planning idea which is a two-stage procedure.
A Two-Stage Line Planning Procedure
As described above, China's train stop plan is in an irregular skip-stop pattern. In this case, if we generate the line plan of CTHSTs using the same method used in individual-track line planning the size of the problem will increase exponentially due to an exorbitant number of stop combinations. Since the CTHST runs on different individual tracks, we decompose the cross-track line planning into two stages. The first stage involves splitting the cross-track demand and obtaining the line plan of each individual track. The second stage is choosing some appropriate individual-track lines to make up cross-track lines according to the cross-track passenger demand and operational constraints, considering the negative impact of running CTHSTs. Taking generating CTHSTs running on two tracks as an example, the whole process is as follows.
Step 1: Taking the crossing station as the split-point, the demand of the cross-track passengers can be transformed into two parts, which can be regarded as the demands belonging to two individual tracks. Then, the original individual-track demand and the transformed individual-track demand can be merged into the new merged individual-track demand. This step is illustrated in Figure 5 . Notably, it does not mean that these cross-track passengers will be transported by the transfer pattern. Instead, this step just intends to make sure that the whole original demand (including cross-track demand and individual-track demand) is totally considered in the individual-track line planning.
Step 2: Generate the line plan of each individual-track based on the merged individual-track demand. In this step, the crossing station is also regarded as one of the terminal stations at which trains can depart and arrive.
Step 3: Select all individual-track lines ending at, or starting from, the crossing stations from individual-track line plans. Based on these lines, we enumerate all possible combinations of the two individual-track lines that belong to two individual tracks, respectively. Then, we choose the best subset of all possible combinations that meet the original cross-track demand and minimize the drawbacks of running the plan, in the context of periodic operation. Since the original cross-track passenger demand was considered by segments in the individual-track line planning process in Step 2, the cross-track passengers could be directly transported by the generated cross-track lines.
Following the same process, we can generate the line plan of CTHSTs in a network with more than two tracks that are crossed and connected. Then, we can obtain the final line plan of the network, which includes the line plan of both the ITHSTs and the CTHSTs.
each individual track. The second stage is choosing some appropriate individual-track lines to make up cross-track lines according to the cross-track passenger demand and operational constraints, considering the negative impact of running CTHSTs. Taking generating CTHSTs running on two tracks as an example, the whole process is as follows.
Step 1: Taking the crossing station as the split-point, the demand of the cross-track passengers can be transformed into two parts, which can be regarded as the demands belonging to two individual tracks. Then, the original individual-track demand and the transformed individual-track demand can be merged into the new merged individual-track demand. This step is illustrated in Figure 5 . Notably, it does not mean that these cross-track passengers will be transported by the transfer pattern. Instead, this step just intends to make sure that the whole original demand (including cross-track demand and individual-track demand) is totally considered in the individualtrack line planning. 
Generating the Cross-Track Line Plan Based on Individual-Track Line Plans
As for the process presented above, splitting the cross-track passenger demand can be easily accomplished. Besides, the classic line planning methods have been well-studied by researchers and the scale of generating an individual-track line plan is also acceptable. Therefore, Step 1 and Step 2 can be carried out with existing methods and techniques. In this article, we mainly focus on the modeling of combining appropriate individual-track lines into cross-track lines, i.e., Step 3.
Consider a HSR network made up of N tracks which are intersected or connected (e.g., the network shown in Figure 1 ) at crossing stations. The individual-track line plan of track q (q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}), which is generated based on the merged individual-track demand, is denoted by J q . Given J 1 , J 2 , . . . , J n , . . . , and J q , the cross-track line planning problem in this article can be described as choosing individual-track lines from line plan J 1 to J N to form cross-track lines and then determining the best set of cross-track lines. This process is introduced in detail below, using the example shown in Figure 6 .
We firstly enumerate all possible cross-track lines composed of n (n ∈ {2, 3, . . . , N}) individual-track lines belonging to n individual-track line plans, respectively, denoting this set as M n . It should be pointed that the individual-track lines selected for combination should end at or start from the crossing stations. An illustrative example is given to show the cross-track line generation process proposed in this research. Consider a two-track network: Track 1 and Track 2 are connected at Station B. The individual-track line plans of Track 1 and Track 2 (i.e., line 1 to line 15 and line 16 to line 23, respectively) are shown in Figure 6 . From the plan of Track 1, we select the lines ending at Station B, i.e., the lines in red boxes, and from the plan of Track 2, we select the lines starting from Station B, i.e., the lines in blue boxes. Then we can generate the cross-track lines by matching the lines in red boxes with lines in blue boxes. For example, line 2 of Track 1 and line 16 of Track 2 can be combined into cross-track line 2-16 (i.e., combining two short trains into a long train). If there are more than one train types, we also need to consider train type consistency in the combination process, because in China, trains should be operated in a fixed type and marshaling status. After all possible cross-track lines are enumerated, we can obtain a cross-track line pool, i.e., Based on the cross-track line pool, the decision variables in our problem are frequencies (e.g., 0, 1, …, n, …) of cross-track lines in the pool. Since cross-track lines are generated by combining singletrack lines, their frequencies are determined by the number of available individual-track lines. Firstly, only the individual-track lines that start from or end at the crossing-stations can be used for combination. Next, each available individual-track line has a value of frequency which indicates the running times of the line within one day. If an individual-track line's frequency is three, there could not be four or more cross-track lines containing this individual-track line. We will discuss the details of this issue in the periodic operation context in Section 3.2.2 below.
Individual-Track Line
In order to obtain a good cross-track line plan, the objective should take four aspects into account. Firstly, since we deal with the cross-track line planning problem in the periodic operation context, the periodicity of the cross-track lines is the first goal we need to optimize. Next, as discussed before, the CTHSTs in China generally have a long mileage, so running CTHSTs is not beneficial to rescheduling work in practice. When a delay occurs on a CTHST, many trains on the tracks may be delayed or canceled. In this case, the travelling passenger's travel time will lengthen and overcrowding at train stations may occur [61] . Therefore, we needed to reduce the number of CTHSTs, i.e., the number of cross-track lines multiplied by their frequencies in the resulted line plan, as much as possible on the basis of meeting the passengers' travel demands. Additionally, the mileage of the CTHST should be minimized for the same reason. What is more, the cross-track passenger's travel time is relatively long due to the long travel distance, so we needed to particularly focus on this index to avoid travel fatigue. Since train scheduling work is carried out in the timetabling stage, Based on the cross-track line pool, the decision variables in our problem are frequencies (e.g., 0, 1, . . . , n, . . . ) of cross-track lines in the pool. Since cross-track lines are generated by combining single-track lines, their frequencies are determined by the number of available individual-track lines. Firstly, only the individual-track lines that start from or end at the crossing-stations can be used for combination. Next, each available individual-track line has a value of frequency which indicates the running times of the line within one day. If an individual-track line's frequency is three, there could not be four or more cross-track lines containing this individual-track line. We will discuss the details of this issue in the periodic operation context in Section 3.2.2 below.
In order to obtain a good cross-track line plan, the objective should take four aspects into account. Firstly, since we deal with the cross-track line planning problem in the periodic operation context, the periodicity of the cross-track lines is the first goal we need to optimize. Next, as discussed before, the CTHSTs in China generally have a long mileage, so running CTHSTs is not beneficial to rescheduling work in practice. When a delay occurs on a CTHST, many trains on the tracks may be delayed or canceled. In this case, the travelling passenger's travel time will lengthen and overcrowding at train stations may occur [61] . Therefore, we needed to reduce the number of CTHSTs, i.e., the number of cross-track lines multiplied by their frequencies in the resulted line plan, as much as possible on the basis of meeting the passengers' travel demands. Additionally, the mileage of the CTHST should be minimized for the same reason. What is more, the cross-track passenger's travel time is relatively long due to the long travel distance, so we needed to particularly focus on this index to avoid travel fatigue. Since train scheduling work is carried out in the timetabling stage, one solution in the line planning stage is to minimize the number of stops of the CTHSTs. Thus, the goals of our problem can be summarized as following.
(1) Maximize the number of periodic CTHSTs. Besides, some constraints should be taken into account during the line planning process: First, the cross-track passenger demand, including frequency requirement F d and the number of traveling passengers P d of each cross-track origin-destination (OD) pair d (d ∈ D), should be met. Second, the times that each individual-track line could be used for combination should be no more than the corresponding individual-track line's frequency. For example, in Figure 6 , we assume that line 2's frequency value is 1. In this case, if the generated cross-track line plan contains line 2-16; there should be no other cross-track lines containing line 2 since line 2 could be used only once for forming cross-track lines due to its frequency value. In a periodic context, this constraint is a little more complex because the given individual-track line plan is a 1-h or 2-h plan. In this case, we need to determine how many times that an individual-track line could be used in one day. This issue will be discussed in Section 3.2.2. Third, we do not need to consider passing capacity constraint of each section in our problem. It is because that the cross-track line planning in this article is combining existing individual-track lines into cross-track lines, so there will not be extra lines added in each section. While, the passing capacity constraints have been already considered during the individual-track line planning tasks.
Transformed Individual-Track Line Plan
In the given individual-track line plan, the basic element is line, and each line has a value of frequency. In other words, a line can be regarded as a set of same trains. However, trains belonging to the same line could be used for different combinations. Thus, in order to model the cross-track line generation process, before enumerating the cross-track lines, a preprocessing work towards the individual-track line plan is needed. Specially, as shown in Figure 7 , there is an original 2-h cyclic line plan of an individual track. It contains five types of lines and each of them has a frequency value, i.e., the number of times it operated in a 2-h cycle. In total, there are nine trains in each 2-h cycle. Thus we expanded the original line plan by each line's frequency value and obtained a transformed line plan as shown in the figure. The transformed line plan is a presentation of all trains in the original plan and each train is regarded as an individual line although some lines are identical. We used the transformed line plan as the individual-track line plan to form the cross-track line plan because it is clear and simple for the modeling work. Besides, some constraints should be taken into account during the line planning process: First, the cross-track passenger demand, including frequency requirement and the number of traveling passengers of each cross-track origin-destination (OD) pair ( ∈ ), should be met. Second, the times that each individual-track line could be used for combination should be no more than the corresponding individual-track line's frequency. For example, in Figure 6 , we assume that line 2's frequency value is 1. In this case, if the generated cross-track line plan contains line 2-16; there should be no other cross-track lines containing line 2 since line 2 could be used only once for forming crosstrack lines due to its frequency value. In a periodic context, this constraint is a little more complex because the given individual-track line plan is a 1-h or 2-h plan. In this case, we need to determine how many times that an individual-track line could be used in one day. This issue will be discussed in Section 3.2.2. Third, we do not need to consider passing capacity constraint of each section in our problem. It is because that the cross-track line planning in this article is combining existing individual-track lines into cross-track lines, so there will not be extra lines added in each section. While, the passing capacity constraints have been already considered during the individual-track line planning tasks.
Transformed Individual-track Line Plan
In the given individual-track line plan, the basic element is line, and each line has a value of frequency. In other words, a line can be regarded as a set of same trains. However, trains belonging to the same line could be used for different combinations. Thus, in order to model the cross-track line generation process, before enumerating the cross-track lines, a preprocessing work towards the individual-track line plan is needed. Specially, as shown in Figure 7 , there is an original 2-h cyclic line plan of an individual track. It contains five types of lines and each of them has a frequency value, i.e., the number of times it operated in a 2-h cycle. In total, there are nine trains in each 2-h cycle. Thus we expanded the original line plan by each line's frequency value and obtained a transformed line plan as shown in the figure. The transformed line plan is a presentation of all trains in the original plan and each train is regarded as an individual line although some lines are identical. We used the transformed line plan as the individual-track line plan to form the cross-track line plan because it is clear and simple for the modeling work. 
Range of Cross-Track Line's Frequency
In the periodic operation context, the individual-track line plan is usually given for one cycle instead of one day since the line plan of the whole day can be obtained by repeating the 1-h or 2-h cyclic plan. In this case, the line in the transformed cyclic line plan (e.g., the transformed plan shown in Figure 7 ) has a frequency value that is equal to the number of cycles repeated in one day.
First, we need to determine the maximum daily frequency of a cross-track line under this situation. Figure 8 shows four stations in a network: A, B, C, and D. A-B is a track and B-D is another track. They are connected at station B. Station C is an intermediate station that can depart trains along the B-D track. In order to describe the problem in a time-space network we use the term "train", replacing the term "line"; "cross-track line" is represented by "CTHST". In this case, in one direction (e.g., from A to D), there are two kinds of CTHSTs in this small network: one is the CTHST-AC (i.e., a train from A to C instead of two trains connected by transfer) generated by combining train a (from A to B) with train b (from B to C); the other is the CTHST-AD (i.e., a train from A to D instead of two trains connected by transfer) generated by combining train a with train c (from B to D). We assumed that the travel times of trains a, b, and c to be four hours, two hours, and four hours, respectively. Therefore, the travel time of CTHST-AC was six hours and CTHST-AD's travel time was eight hours. Since the time horizon of the HST is generally from 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. due to simultaneous integrated maintenance time on the HSR, the feasible departure time window of CTHST-AC was 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. as shown in Figure 8a , and 6:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. for CTHST-AD to depart from station A, as shown in Figure 8b . According to CTHST-AC's departure time window, this train could run six cycles at most in one day. In other words, this train could not be repeated more than six times each day. Similarly, CTHST-AD could be operated at most five cycles every day. In the periodic operation context, the individual-track line plan is usually given for one cycle instead of one day since the line plan of the whole day can be obtained by repeating the 1-h or 2-h cyclic plan. In this case, the line in the transformed cyclic line plan (e.g., the transformed plan shown in Figure 7 ) has a frequency value that is equal to the number of cycles repeated in one day.
First, we need to determine the maximum daily frequency of a cross-track line under this situation. Figure 8 shows four stations in a network: A, B, C, and D. A-B is a track and B-D is another track. They are connected at station B. Station C is an intermediate station that can depart trains along the B-D track. In order to describe the problem in a time-space network we use the term "train", replacing the term "line"; "cross-track line" is represented by "CTHST". In this case, in one direction (e.g., from A to D), there are two kinds of CTHSTs in this small network: one is the CTHST-AC (i.e., a train from A to C instead of two trains connected by transfer) generated by combining train a (from A to B) with train b (from B to C); the other is the CTHST-AD (i.e., a train from A to D instead of two trains connected by transfer) generated by combining train a with train c (from B to D). We assumed that the travel times of trains a, b, and c to be four hours, two hours, and four hours, respectively. Therefore, the travel time of CTHST-AC was six hours and CTHST-AD's travel time was eight hours. Since the time horizon of the HST is generally from 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. due to simultaneous integrated maintenance time on the HSR, the feasible departure time window of CTHST-AC was 6:00 a.m. Since there were two types of CTHSTs in total (i.e., two combinations of ITHSTs) in this example; train a can be used at most six times to generate CTHSTs according to each combination's maximum running cycles. Therefore, there are three possible running results for daily CTHSTs containing train a. The first one only runs CTHST-AC with no more than six cycles. The second one only runs CTHST-AD with no more than five cycles. The last one runs both CTHST-AC and CTHST-AD. In the last result, the total number of CTHSTs in the whole day should be not more than six and CTHST-AD should also be operated no more than five times. These three results are shown in Figure 9a -c, respectively. Since there were two types of CTHSTs in total (i.e., two combinations of ITHSTs) in this example; train a can be used at most six times to generate CTHSTs according to each combination's maximum running cycles. Therefore, there are three possible running results for daily CTHSTs containing train a. The first one only runs CTHST-AC with no more than six cycles. The second one only runs CTHST-AD with no more than five cycles. The last one runs both CTHST-AC and CTHST-AD. In the last result, the total number of CTHSTs in the whole day should be not more than six and CTHST-AD should also be operated no more than five times. These three results are shown in Figure 9a What we described above is the determination of the maximum frequency of a generated crosstrack line in a two-track network, which is the simplest case. Further, when we combine individualtrack lines into cross-track lines in an N-track network, the upper bound of cross-track line's frequency can also be determined by the same method.
Line Planning Model
This section will formulate the cross-track line planning problem as a multiobjective integer linear programming model. In order to be better understood, we will start with the model formulation of the simplest case, i.e., a two-track railway network. Then, we put forward the general formulation in an N-track case. The model is built based on the case that the individual-track line plans are given.
Assumptions
Before formulating the model, we firstly propose the following assumptions.
(1) The line plan of each individual track is fully periodic, i.e., the model is developed under a periodic context. However, the model can also be used in a nonperiodic pattern. (2) The length of a cycle is two hours as a common case. Therefore, the individual-track line plan used in this study is a 2-h line plan that could be repeated multiple times to obtain the line plan of the whole day. (3) Whether or not a CTHST is a periodic train is determined by its corresponding cross-track line's frequency within a day. If a CTHST runs no less than a certain number of cycles a day, which is a parameter in the model, it is a periodic train; otherwise, it is a nonperiodic train. (4) To simplify the problem, there are only two types of train capacity among all tracks: 500 or 1000 seats per train. What we described above is the determination of the maximum frequency of a generated cross-track line in a two-track network, which is the simplest case. Further, when we combine individual-track lines into cross-track lines in an N-track network, the upper bound of cross-track line's frequency can also be determined by the same method.
Line Planning Model
Assumptions
(1) The line plan of each individual track is fully periodic, i.e., the model is developed under a periodic context. However, the model can also be used in a nonperiodic pattern. (2) The length of a cycle is two hours as a common case. Therefore, the individual-track line plan used in this study is a 2-h line plan that could be repeated multiple times to obtain the line plan of the whole day. (3) Whether or not a CTHST is a periodic train is determined by its corresponding cross-track line's frequency within a day. If a CTHST runs no less than a certain number of cycles a day, which is a parameter in the model, it is a periodic train; otherwise, it is a nonperiodic train.
(4) To simplify the problem, there are only two types of train capacity among all tracks: 500 or 1000 seats per train. (5) We did not consider coupling and uncoupling work in the crossing station since they are not implemented in China. Therefore, only individual-track lines with the same train type can form a cross-track line.
Model Formulation for a Two-Track Network
In a 2-track network, there is only one combination situation, i.e., two individual-track lines' combination. The symbolic notations are listed in Table 2 . Seat capacity of a cross-track line formed by i and j θ Periodicity criteria (i.e., the minimum frequency that a line needs to be operated in one day to be a periodic line)
The maximum frequency of a cross-track line formed by i and j in one day K i
The maximum times that i can be used for forming a cross-track line in one day K j
The maximum times that j can be used for forming a cross-track line in one day L i j Running mileage of a cross-track line formed by i and j l i j Relative running mileage of a cross-track line formed by i and j,
The number of stops of a cross-track line formed by i and j, h i j = h i + h j + 1 λ 1
Weight of the periodicity objective λ 2 Weight of the objective for the total number of CTHSTs λ 3 Weight of the objective for the total mileage of CTHSTs λ 4 Weight of the objective for the sum of stops among all CTHSTs
Decision Variable Definition
x k i j 0,1 variable (1 if a cross-track line formed by i and j runs k cycles one day, i.e., its daily frequency is k, and 0 otherwise)
The model formulation (labeled Model Formulation A) is as follows.
i∈I j∈J
∀e ∈ E (9)
This model is a multiobjective integer linear programming model. Equations (1)- (4) are objective functions, which take four respective goals into account. Equation (1) maximizes the periodicity of the CTHSTs. Equation (2) is set for minimizing the total number of CTHSTs. Equation (3) reduces the sum of the mileage of the CTHSTs. Equation (4) is the minimization of the sum of stops among all CTHSTs. In practice, the importance of each goal is different in different scenarios. For example, some tracks aim at periodic operation, while other tracks want to run more CTHSTs. In this case, we use weighted approach to sum up four goals with weight coefficients λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , and λ 4 that reflect the importance of four goals respectively. Therefore, the equivalent integrated objective function of Model A is expressed as Equation (11) .
The constraint in Equation (5) is the uniqueness constraint for the daily frequency of the cross-track line formed by i ∈ I and j ∈ J, since a cross-track line should have only one frequency value. The frequency value is bounded by K ij -the maximum number of 2-h cycles that a cross-track line combining i ∈ I with j ∈ J can be operated one day.
Constraints in Equations (6) and (7) are the quantity constraints that indicate the upper bound of times that each individual-track line in the transformed 2-h line plan can be used for creating a cross-track line within one day, as discussed before.
The constraint in Equation (8) is the service frequency requirement constraints of cross-track OD pairs.
The constraint in Equation (9) is the requirements for seat capacity in each section. It stipulates that the number of seats provided by CTHSTs in each section should not be less than the number of cross-track passengers passing through the corresponding section.
The constraint in Equation (10) is the value range constraint of the decision variables.
Model Formulation for an N-Track Network
Then we can propose the formulation for the N-track case based on the Model Formulation A. Notably, in a network containing N tracks, in addition to considering the N-railway track combination, it is necessary to consider other combinations of N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 3 and 2 tracks. For example, a four-track network contains three combination cases: four-track combination, three-track combination, and two-track combination. Correspondingly, the constraints considered in the two-track model should be extended to all combination cases in the N-track network.
First, we provide the new symbols and the new expression of the symbols used in this general case in Table 3 . The symbols not mentioned here have the same meaning as above. Table 3 . List of new notations in the model for the N-railway track network.
Set Definition
J q A transformed 2-h line plan of individual track q, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, N is the number of individual tracks in the network, j q ∈ J q M n Set of all the combinations composed of n individual-track lines belonging to n individual tracks' transformed 2-h line plans, respectively, n ∈ {2, 3, . . . , N}; each element is denoted as j 1 j 2 · · · j n ; the element can also be expressed in more detail as j 1 ·j q p · · · j n and j q p means ITHST j q ∈ J q is in the p position of the combination
Symbol Definition obj m
The objective value of cross-track line plan in the case of m-railway track combination, m ∈ {2, 3, . . . , N}; its mathematical expression can be imitated according to Equation (11) Parameter Definition
The maximum frequency of a cross-track line formed by j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n−1 and j n in one day
The maximum frequency of cross-track lines containing j q in the n-railway track combination case, n ∈ {2, 3, . . . , N}; K
0, 1 parameter (1 if a cross-track line formed by j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n−1 and j n can serve the cross-track OD pair d and 0 otherwise) t e j 1 j 2 ··· j n 0, 1 parameter (1 if a cross-track line formed by j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n−1 and j n passes through section e and 0 otherwise) c j 1 j 2 ··· j n seat capacity of a cross-track line formed by j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n−1 and j n
Decision Variable Definition
x k j 1 j 2 ···j n 0, 1 variable (1 if a cross-track line formed by j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n−1 and j n runs k cycles one day, i.e., its daily frequency is k, and 0 otherwise)
The model formulation in a general case (labeled Model Formulation B) is shown below.
ob j m (12)
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∀e ∈ E (16)
Equation (12) is the objective function and is the sum of the N − 1 terms, each of which is the objective corresponding to the m-railway track (m ∈ {2, 3, . . . , N}) combination case.
The constraint in Equation (13) is the uniqueness constraint for the daily frequency of the cross-track line j 1 j 2 · · · j n ∈ M n . It is an extension of Constraint Equation (2) in Model Formulation A. The frequency value of cross-track line j 1 j 2 · · · j n is bounded by K j 1 j 2 ··· j n .
The constraint in Equation (14) is the quantity constraint that indicates the upper bound of the times that each individual-track line in the transformed 2-h line plan can be used for creating a cross-track line within one day. The enumeration of all combinations in which an individual-track line j q ∈ J q could take part was more complicated than for the two-track combination since the number of tracks for the combination and the position of j q ∈ J q in the combination sequence should also be considered.
The constraint in Equation (15) is the service frequency requirement constraint of cross-track OD pairs.
The constraint in Equation (16) is the requirement for seat capacity in each section. The constraint in Equation (17) is the value range constraint of the decision variables.
Size of the Model
The model formulation of the N-railway track case is a generalized format of cross-track line planning model. The theoretical size of this model is determined by the number of decision variables and constraints. In order to understand how they have an influence on the problem's size, without loss of generality, we assume that each track in the network has m sections and there are n lines in the corresponding individual-track line plan. According to the symbol definition, the number of decision variables is the number of all possible CTHSTs multiplied by the number of their possible frequency values. We also assume that the upper bound of CTHST's frequency is k. Besides, the number of constraints in Equation (13) is the number of possible CTHSTs; the number of constraints in Equation (14) is the total number of lines among all individual tracks involved; the number of constraints in Equation (15) is the number of cross-track OD pairs; and the number of constraints in Equation (16) is the number of sections among all individual tracks involved. In this case, in an N-track network, the number of decision variables and each part of the constraints are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 . The number of decision variables and each part of constraints with expansion of network.
Number of Tracks

Number of Decision Variables
Number of Possible CTHSTs
Number of Lines of
Individual-Track Line Plans
Number of Sections
Number of Cross-Track OD Pairs
Note: CTHSTs = cross-track high-speed trains; OD = origin-destination.
Since k, m, and n are constants, we can see from the table that the main contribution to the problem's size with network expansion comes from the number of decision variables, possible CTHSTs, and cross-track OD pairs. There are many power exponent terms in their expressions. Therefore, in theory, our model will suffer a size explosion when more and more tracks are involved in the cross-track line planning. We will see the performance of the proposed model under a large-scale network in the case study section.
Case Study and Numerical Experiments
Since the theory and technology for individual-track line planning have been fully studied, the case study in this paper is based on the given periodic line plans of individual tracks, which were generated according to the merged individual track demand; on the basis of Step 1 and Step 2 being completed. We mainly focus on testing the model proposed in Section 4.
Firstly, we tested the model with a two-track case under a certain set of weight values, i.e., λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 , and other parameters. In this case we wanted to demonstrate that our model can obtain a balanced solution (i.e., all the goals are considered approximately equally) in a quick time. Next, since different weight values may lead to different solutions, we also conducted series of experiments for the N-track network case to explore the impact of each weight on the result. And another series of tests were carried out to evaluate different solutions obtained with different values of the periodicity criteria parameter θ. Thirdly, since the solving times of two-track case and N-track case are different under the same setting, we also designed experiments to explore the influencing factors of solving time. Finally, the comparisons with existing classic approach and the real-life line plan were presented, which verified the improvement made by the proposed method.
Notably, all of the individual-track line plans are provided in one direction so the generated cross-track line plan is also unidirectional. However, the plans are not intrinsically different from the bidirectional case. All of the following experiments were performed on a computer with a 3.6 GHz Intel i3-4160 CPU and 8 GB memory.
Case Study for the Two-Track Network
In this part, we chose the Shanghai-Changsha High-Speed Railway (SCHSR) and the Changsha-Kunming High-Speed Railway (CKHSR) for cross-track line plan generation. The terminal stations of the SCHSR are Shang Hai Hong Qiao (SHHQ) Station and Chang Sha South (CSS) Station. The terminal stations of the CKHSR are Chang Sha South (CSS) Station and Kun Ming South (KMS) Station. The total length of SCHSR and CKHSR are 1083 km and 1169 km, respectively. The SCHR has 28 stations and there are 24 stations on the CKHSR. Therefore, in this situation, it is extremely difficult to generate a cross-track line plan from SHHQ to KMS by enumerating all the stop plans with some man-made rules and experiential regulations that are adopted in the individual-track line planning.
Input Data
The input data mainly included the cross-track passenger demand, cross-track OD pair's service frequency requirement, and the individual-track line plans. Other input data could be obtained based on these data. The cross-track passenger demand and cross-track OD pair's service frequency requirement are shown in Table 5 , which were obtained from the railway company. Passenger demand was predicted data based on the historical passenger flow, and OD frequency requirement was the minimum number of times that the CTHSTs needed to serve this OD in one day. For this two-track case, in one direction, there were a total of 406 cross-track OD pairs and 5648 cross-track passengers in one day. The original 2-h line plans for the SCHSR and CKHSR are shown in Figure 10a ,b, respectively. These were generated based on the theory and method proposed by Fu [62] and Fu et al. [63] , according to the merged individual-track demand as introduced in Step 1. These line plans are given as input.
was the minimum number of times that the CTHSTs needed to serve this OD in one day. For this two-track case, in one direction, there were a total of 406 cross-track OD pairs and 5648 cross-track passengers in one day. The original 2-h line plans for the SCHSR and CKHSR are shown in Figure 10a ,b, respectively. These were generated based on the theory and method proposed by Fu [62] and Fu et al. [63] , according to the merged individual-track demand as introduced in Step 1. These line plans are given as input. 31 Before testing, these original 2-h line plans needed to be extended to the transformed 2-h line plans according to each train's frequency. Consequently, there were 21 individual-track lines in the transformed 2-h line plan for the SCHSR and eight individual-track lines in that of the CKHSR. Considering physical connectivity and train type consistency, we enumerated 38 cross-track lines in total to form the line pool. Among them, two cross-track lines were 1000-seat trains and the others were 500-seat trains. Then, we calculated the running distance and the number of stops for each of them. Based on the cross-track line's running distance, we obtained the maximum frequency parameter K ij of each cross-track line. The maximum using times K i and K j of each individual-track line could also be obtained. In terms of the passenger flow density (i.e., the requirement for number of seats) of each section, we easily performed the calculation according to the passenger demand of OD pairs. And based on the stop plans of the cross-track lines, we generated the train-OD service matrix and the train-section coverage matrix, indicating whether a cross-track line served a cross-track OD pair and whether it passed through a section, respectively.
For the criteria parameter for the periodicity of the cross-track line, we set θ = 4 in this case, which means that if a CTHST runs no less than four cycles a day, it is regarded as a periodic train. Additionally, to compare the magnitude of the values of the goals (i.e., terms in the objective in Equation (11)), we set the weights λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 1, λ 3 = 1, and λ 4 = 0.1. The parameter and weights can be assigned to other values, which may lead to different results. Case studies for this issue are discussed in the next part under a network with multiple tracks.
There is a balance between the number of cross-track lines provided and the number of cross-track passengers served. From this consideration, we selected different numbers of cross-track OD pairs as the input demand, and passengers from the remaining OD pairs can still complete their journeys by ITHSTs with transfers. The groups of OD pairs are presented in Table 6 . We can see that the number of OD pairs reduced dramatically with the increase in the requirement for a single OD's travel demand. However, the OD group's total demand decreased more slowly. In other words, the main part of the demand was contributed by only a few OD pairs. These ODs were the large ODs with many travelling people. For example, there were only 24 OD pairs with more than 50 travelling passengers, but the sum of the demand accounted for more than 40% of the total demand. Note: pas. = passengers.
Results and Discussion
Since the proposed model is a linear model, it can be solved with IBM ILOG Cplex 12.6 after all the input data are obtained. All cases could be quickly solved due to the small scale of the cross-track line pool. For the All-OD case, there are 114 decision variables and 576 constraints in total.
As shown in Table 7 , all cases can be solved within one second. As for the indexes, the number of CTHSTs (i.e., the number of cross-track lines multiplied by their frequencies in the resulted line plan) needed was reduced, as expected, with a decrease in travel demand. There was the same trend in the number of periodic trains that were only operated in the first two groups. This proves that, in a small network, it is difficult to run periodic cross-track trains because of the low cross-track demand, especially in the case of removing a part of the small OD pairs. The total running distance of the CTHSTs, which is another factor influencing rescheduling work when disruption happens, also reflected the same law. For the average index, the average number of stops (per CTHST) was relatively large for the case where all passengers needed to be transported directly by CTHSTs, but it dropped to approximately 12 in the last group when only OD pairs with more than 50 passengers needed to be considered. In the other groups between these two extreme cases, this index fluctuated slightly around 15. The average running distance between the two neighboring stops basically increased, which means that the CTHST runs faster with the elimination of the small OD pairs' demand. This is improves the travel experience of long-distance passengers. Note: Num = Number; Ave = Average; Mil = Mileage; Dis = Distance; bet = between; Nei = Neighboring; pas. = passengers.
In summary, when all cross-track OD pairs needed to be served, the number of CTHSTs was highest and the travel speed of the train was lowest due to the number of stops. For instance, if we only needed to meet the demand from the OD pairs with more than 20 passengers, the number of CTHSTs sharply dropped to 6 and the average stops of each CTHST was 14.67, which was nearly four fewer than 18.55. In this case, the cross-track line plan was better for both the dispatcher's operational work and the passenger's travel experience, with still 63.92% of the demand being met. Thus, measuring these two kinds of line plans depends on the real-life needs and what the goals of the plan makers.
Case Study for the N-Track Network
In this section, we conducted case studies for the N-track case. The network is shown in Figure 1 . Eight HSR tracks are the main framework of China's HSR network that was planned in 2008, and the information is listed in Table 8 . Most of the tracks involve long distances with a large number of stations. In total, there are 227 stations and 444 sections, which is a real-life case on a much larger scale. 
Input Data
The cross-track passenger demand and the cross-track OD pair's service frequency requirement were obtained as in the previous case. In this networked case, there were 95,262 cross-track passengers in total, which is significantly more than in the two-track case.
The original 2-h individual-track line plan was still generated according to the merged passenger demand of each individual track, presented in Figure 11 . They are also for one direction and we expanded them with lines' frequencies before enumerating all combinations. After enumeration, we obtained 1028 possible cross-track lines formed by individual-track lines. Based on this cross-track line pool, we generated the train-OD service matrix and the train-section coverage matrix of this case. After all the input data were prepared following the method used in Section 5.1, we performed experiments using a commercial solver IBM ILOG CPLEX with version number 12.6. demand of each individual track, presented in Figure 11 . 60  62  88  104  92  59  70  56 36 65  68 88  54 62 59  65  32 33  57  27 31  50 Train 2, f=1, c=1000
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Analysis of Weight Corresponding to Each Term in Objective Function
The case study in Section 5.1 was implemented based on specific weight values, making each part of the goal comparable in magnitude. In fact, there were many other possible values of them. Thus, we first explored the impact of each weight of the objective function on the result. In this part of the experiments, other parameters in the model were still fixed. For example, all OD pairs were considered as the input demand and the criteria of a periodic CTHST still running at least four cycles a day. 
The case study in Section 5.1 was implemented based on specific weight values, making each part of the goal comparable in magnitude. In fact, there were many other possible values of them. Thus, we first explored the impact of each weight of the objective function on the result. In this part of the experiments, other parameters in the model were still fixed. For example, all OD pairs were considered as the input demand and the criteria of a periodic CTHST still running at least four cycles a day.
The objective included four parts: the periodicity goal, train quantity goal, mileage goal, and stop quantity goal. First, we tested four extreme cases, and each of them only considered one goal. The results are presented in Table 9 . In general, all cases could be solved quickly, but it can be found that the solving time of the N-track case is obviously longer than that of the two-track case. As for the case of each goal, when we only considered the periodicity goal, the maximum number of periodic CTHSTs was 237, reaching a periodicity ratio of 87.13% (i.e., divide the number of periodic CTHSTs by the sum of CTHSTs). However, the total number of CTHSTs was extremely large in this situation. In contrast, the minimum number of CTHSTs needed to serve all cross-track passengers was 103 when only considering the train quantity goal, but the periodicity ratio was much lower. For the mileage goal, the optimal number of CTHSTs was also 103, but the total mileage of the CTHSTs was minimized in this case and the periodicity was further affected. The average mileage of the CTHSTs was low.
Finally, when we only considered the goal of stops, the sum of stops was minimized with low numbers of CTHSTs and average train stops. Note: Per = Periodicity; Qua = Quantity; Mil = Mileage; Ave = Average; Peri = Periodic.
After obtaining a preliminary understanding of the optimal situation for each goal, we tested the impact of each goal's weight on the result. To this end, we chose different values for the weight and fixed the values of the other weights and parameters. Similarly, in this series of experiments, all OD pairs were served and the periodicity criteria were still running at least four cycles within a day.
Periodicity Weight
We took the some values of the periodicity weight from 0.1 to 10 6 and fixed the values of other weights to those used in Section 5.1. As shown in Figure 12a , when the weight was assigned a value of 0.1, which means the weight of the periodicity was the lowest among all cases, the number of periodic CTHSTs was lowest as expected. The number of the CTHSTs was 103, which is the minimum train quantity according to the extreme cases implemented before. In this case, the periodicity ratio of CTHSTs was 42.7%, which was also the lowest level among the cases. With the increase of the weight's value, all these three indexes were in a growth trend. Finally, when this weight tended to be infinite, the numbers of CTHSTs and periodic CTHSTs were 272 and 237, respectively, which were both in a peak value; the periodicity ratio also reached up to 87.1%. Train Quantity Weight
Here, we explore the trend in the experimental results as a function of train quantity weight. As shown in Figure 13a ,b, when the train quantity weight increased from 0.01 to 0.9, the number of CTHSTs needed dropped from 200 to 105, close to the minimum number of CTHSTs. Then, the reduction in the number of CTHSTs would be limited. With an increase in this weight, the average train mileage and the average number of train stops also increased gradually. This occurred because when there are fewer CTHSTs, each train needs to serve more cross-track OD pairs and cross-track passengers. In Figure 12b , with the increase of periodicity weight's value, the average mileage of CTHSTs and average number of stops per CTHSTs were in a same trend. They both decreased slightly and finally stop at a stable level.
Therefore, improving the importance of periodicity will significantly increase the number of CTHSTs and periodic CTHSTs, and reduce the CTHSTs' mileage as well as the number of CTHSTs' stops in a relatively small range at the same time.
Train Quantity Weight
Here, we explore the trend in the experimental results as a function of train quantity weight. As shown in Figure 13a ,b, when the train quantity weight increased from 0.01 to 0.9, the number of CTHSTs needed dropped from 200 to 105, close to the minimum number of CTHSTs. Then, the reduction in the number of CTHSTs would be limited. With an increase in this weight, the average train mileage and the average number of train stops also increased gradually. This occurred because when there are fewer CTHSTs, each train needs to serve more cross-track OD pairs and cross-track passengers.
(a) (b) Figure 12 . The impact that the value of periodicity weight on the results: (a) The impact on the number of CTHSTs and periodic CTHSTs and (b) the impact on the average mileage of CTHSTs and average number of stops per CTHST. The abscissa axis labels different values of periodicity weight that we took for experiments.
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Mileage Weight
Detailed results of mileage weight are presented in Figure 14a ,b. From the figure, we concluded that the average train mileage dropped with an increase in the weight, whereas the average number of train stops showed the opposite trend in a slight way. As for the number of trains, mileage weight had a minor effect on the total number of CTHSTs, but the number of periodic CTHSTs would decrease dramatically if we gave this weight a high priority. 
Stop Quantity Weight
In Figure 15a ,b, the average number of train stops dropped with an increase in the stop quantity weight, which would improve the travel speed of the CTHSTs. The improvement in this goal was not evident after the value of the weight exceeded 0.5. Additionally, the stop quantity goal was the opposite of the periodicity goal, but there was no relevance between the stop quantity goal and other goals, such as the mileage goal and train quantity goal, according to the results. 
In Figure 15a ,b, the average number of train stops dropped with an increase in the stop quantity weight, which would improve the travel speed of the CTHSTs. The improvement in this goal was not evident after the value of the weight exceeded 0.5. Additionally, the stop quantity goal was the opposite of the periodicity goal, but there was no relevance between the stop quantity goal and other goals, such as the mileage goal and train quantity goal, according to the results.
(a) (b) Figure 14 . The impact that the value of mileage weight on the results: (a) The impact on the number of CTHSTs and periodic CTHSTs and (b) the impact on the average mileage of CTHSTs and average number of stops per CTHST. The abscissa axis labels different values of mileage weight that we took for experiments.
Analysis of Periodicity Criteria Parameter
In the previous case studies presented in this paper, we set the criteria that a periodic CTHST runs at least four cycles a day. This is an experiential value. We conducted experiments to explore the optimal value of this parameter. In this section, all the OD pairs were considered as the input demand and we took = 1, = 1, = 1, and = 0.1.
According to the CTHST pool in this network, the maximum number of cycles that a CTHST can be operated a day is seven. However, as shown in Table 10 , when the periodicity criteria were set to run at least seven cycles a day, which is a strict definition of periodicity, there was no periodic CTHST in the line plan generated. In contrast, if = 1, all trains operate in a periodic pattern. Apart from these two extreme cases, we conclude from Table 10 that running no less than four or five cycles in a day is a reasonable criterion. This is because the periodicity ratio was between 55% and 60%, which is a relatively high proportion, and the sum of the CTHSTs needed was not large. However, we think 
In the previous case studies presented in this paper, we set the criteria that a periodic CTHST runs at least four cycles a day. This is an experiential value. We conducted experiments to explore the optimal value of this parameter. In this section, all the OD pairs were considered as the input demand and we took λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 1, λ 3 = 1, and λ 4 = 0.1.
According to the CTHST pool in this network, the maximum number of cycles that a CTHST can be operated a day is seven. However, as shown in Table 10 , when the periodicity criteria were set to run at least seven cycles a day, which is a strict definition of periodicity, there was no periodic CTHST in the line plan generated. In contrast, if θ = 1, all trains operate in a periodic pattern. Apart from these two extreme cases, we conclude from Table 10 that running no less than four or five cycles in a day is a reasonable criterion. This is because the periodicity ratio was between 55% and 60%, which is a relatively high proportion, and the sum of the CTHSTs needed was not large. However, we think that, for a train, running at least three cycles a day cannot be regarded as a periodic manner, whereas running six cycles is a little strict and leads to more CTHSTs and a lower periodicity ratio. Note: Per = Periodicity; Ave = Average; Mil = Mileage; Dis = Distance; bet = between; Nei = Neighboring.
Influence Factors of Computation
Although both the two-track and N-track cases could be solved in a very short time, it could be found that the solving time of the complex N-track network case is obviously longer. In Section 4.4, we theoretically analyzed the change of size of the model with expansion of the network, and concluded that the number of possible cross-track lines and cross-track OD pairs were key factors that influence the model's size. In this section, we carried out experiments under different cases to see the impacts of these two factors on the computation of the model. Notably, the weight of goals and the periodicity criteria parameter are also set to the values in Section 5.1.
Size of Cross-Track Line Pool
We chose different tracks from the network in Figure 1 to form different subnetworks. As shown in Table 11 , cases 1-25 are different test instances we built. They have different tracks, numbers of stations and sizes of the pool. From the table, we can see that, basically, the solving time increases as the size of the network grows. However, it should be pointed that the computation time is more related to the number of possible cross-track lines instead of the number of stations or number of tracks. It is because that in some cases with large numbers of stations, e.g., case 9 and case 15, the computation times are still relatively short, while, in these cases, cross-track line pools have a small size. Conversely, case 2 and case 13 shows the opposite situation. Therefore, these experiments verify that although the numbers of stations and tracks reflect the scale of the network, they do not have a direct influence on the solving time of the model. Instead, the size of cross-track line pool is the key factor to determine the size of the problem. As for the pool's size, it is affected by the number of tracks to some extent, but there are still other influence factors. Firstly, the connectivity of tracks in the network will determine the number of possible cross-track routes, which decides how the individual-track lines can be formed. Secondly, the number of individual-track lines starting from or ending at crossing stations will affect the number of possible cross-track lines that can be generated.
For the indexes of the result, both the periodicity ratio and the number of CTHSTs increased with the expansion of the network. These two indexes were mainly affected by demand, which would grow up as the network being spread.
In order to further verify the conclusion proposed above, we also create virtual test instances based on the real-life network for experiments. As we can see in the Figure 11 , only a limited number of individual-track lines could be used for forming cross-track lines since not all individual-track lines start from or end at crossing stations. Therefore, we adjusted original individual-track line plans given in Figure 11 by extending the unavailable individual-track lines to the crossing stations and adding new available lines under passing capacity constraints. We chose different parts of the extended lines to replace their corresponding original lines and added different parts of the new lines into original line plans. In this way we obtained the new test instances with different individual-track line plans, i.e., cases 1 to 6 in the Table 12 . Consequently, these cases have different sizes of the pool. From Table 12 , we could see that in the same network, the size of the pool significantly affected the solving time of the model, which verified the conclusion drawn before.
Size of Cross-Track OD Pairs
Another influencing factor of model's size mentioned in Section 4.4 was the number of cross-track OD pairs. It indicated the size of the demand. In this section, we built a series of test instances by choosing different parts of cross-track OD pairs taken into account. The results were shown in Table 13 . It presented that the solving time increased as the proportion of demand considered rose up. As a factor highly relevant to the size of the demand, the number of cross-track OD pairs needed to be served is basically determined by the number of stations of individual tracks. Thus, the number of stations in the network also affect the solving time from the demand view.
Besides, we could see that with the reduction in the demand considered, the number of CTHSTs needed was reduced at the same rate, while the average mileage of the CTHSTs and the average number of stops per train also showed a downward trend, which is beneficial for scheduling and rescheduling work. The periodicity of the plan was improved when we only considered a small part of the OD pairs with high travel demand. In this case, we can look for a tradeoff between the number of passengers served and the number of CTHSTs needed in practical plan-making. For example, if we only considered OD pairs with no less than 150 passengers as the input, the demand for these OD pairs accounted for nearly 80% of the total demand and the number of CTHSTs, which, in this case, was 22 less than the number required in the All-OD case. However, the periodicity of the CTHSTs was much better. Both the average number of stops per train and the average mileage of the CTHSTs were improved. The line plan generated in this case may be better than the plan taking into account all OD demands. 
Physical Connectivity and Management Rules
In Section 4.4 we pointed out that our model will suffer a size explosion when more and more tracks are involved in the cross-track line planning problem since there were many power exponent terms in decision variables and constraints' expressions. However, the series of experiments for the N-railway track network in Section 5.2. showed that using our method can generate a cross-track line plan in a large network containing eight HSR lines within a very short time. It is because that the numbers of variables and parameters listed in Table 4 are theoretical numbers, i.e., upper bounds. When we turn to practical case, these numbers will decrease dramatically due to network conditions and business rules.
Firstly, there may be many impossible CTHSTs. To form a CTHST, the ITHSTs involved must be physically connected, i.e., at least one of their terminal stations should be crossing stations. What is more, they should be connected in a "head-to-tail" manner. Besides, the ITHSTs should be in the same train type because a specific train has only one train type. These two requirements will eliminate many combinations, which will reduce the numbers of possible CTHSTs and decision variables.
Secondly, it should be noted that not all combinations are reasonable in reality. For example, from the passenger's viewpoint, the running mileage of a CTHST cannot be too long. Also, we should avoid the detour and circle when generating the routes of CTHSTs by combining ITHSTs. In addition, a CTHST cannot have too many stops.
Taking above two aspects into account, we complete the enumeration of all reasonable CTHSTs in a preprocessing procedure instead of by the proposed model. Consequently, the final number of variables and constraints in the networked case are 4850 and 5343, while the theoretical numbers are 3.1 × 10 10 and 6.56 × 10 9 , respectively. Then these alternative CTHSTs are input as the line pool. In this way the time for solving the model will be significantly shortened.
Comparison with Existing Approach
As mentioned in Sections 1 and 2, in China's context, if we generate the cross-track line pool as the method of generating a line pool for an individual railway line, there will be large increase in the size of the pool due to the larger number of stations involved; a big line pool has a bad influence on the computation of the model. In this section, we have made a comparison between the traditional method (i.e., solving the classic model based on a big line pool) and the new method we proposed.
Firstly, we generated a new cross-track line pool by the enumeration method with some reduction strategies which are proposed based on artificial rules. It is the most commonly used method to obtain a line pool in China's context. Using this line pool as input, we tried to get an optimal cross-track line plan by solving the model proposed by Fu [62] and Fu et al. [63] in China's context, which is an improved version of European classic line planning model introduced in Refs. [2, 12] .
The solving situations by conducting classic method are shown in Table 14 . We also listed individual line planning cases which were conducted by our teammates for providing individual line plans shown in Figure 11 . All the cases in this table were carried out by the existing classic method. We can see that for individual line planning problems in China's context, the classic method is effective and efficient. However, it is unfeasible to solve the cross-track line planning problem under a big network because of the large size of the line pool. In contrast, the method proposed in this paper can obtain an optimal cross-track line plan within a short time period, which has been shown in the previous sections. Apart from solving the model, line pool generation, which is a part of the classic line planning method, is also a time-consuming task, which has not been presented in Table 14 . In China, the commonly used enumeration method for generating a line pool is an interactive process. Firstly, we should generate an initial line pool by enumeration with some simple rules (e.g., the maximum number of consecutive stations, the maximum number of stops, a few must stop stations, etc.) to reduce the size of the pool. This process can be done by computers. Then, we still need to evaluate this line pool by some indexes (e.g., the number of direct services for each OD, the number of services for each station, etc.). According to the evaluation, we will modify some settings and parameters and then generate a new line pool again. This procedure may be carried out several times until the obtained line pool performs well both in index and size. Actually, this series of work needs more time than solving the model. It takes one to five days to generate a good line pool for each HSR listed in Table 14 , depending on the number of stations and demands of the HSR. As for generating the cross-track line pool, it even cannot be enumerated in one time since the large number of potential lines will lead to the memory overflow. Actually, we firstly enumerated all possible cross-track routes in the network shown in Figure 1 , and then, for each route, the line pool generation procedure introduced above was carried out to obtain the set of potential lines of this route. It was an even more complicated work than line pool generation of individual track.
Comparison with the Real-Life Plan
Finally, we compared our generated cross-track line plan with the practical line plan. We selected real-life CTHSTs running along the network shown in Figure 1 from the timetable of the same time period. Given the real-life plan, the comparison of indexes was shown in Table 15 . We can see that in our generated line plan, the number of CTHSTs was reduced. Also, the proportion of periodic CTHSTs in the generated cross-track line plan is 60%. In contrast, the line plan in practice is totally nonperiodic. In this case, the line plan made by our method was much better for periodic operation and rescheduling under delays. On the other hand, the average number of stops per train was much less than that of the real-life plan and the stop interval is much longer in our generated line plan.
Benefit from these changes, the CTHSTs of the generated plan will run faster, which is beneficial to improve the quality of travel service. However, the amount of cross-track demand that could be served by direct service (i.e., CTHSTs) was reduced in the experimental line plan. It was foreseeable because the experimental line plan was generated in the periodic context. In this case, there would inevitably be some cross-track passengers that needed to finish their trips via transfers, which was determined due to the features of the periodic plan. Actually, the original cross-track demand we got from the railway company was only the major part of the total cross-track demand. Since our research was about generating the line plan in the periodic pattern, some small or unimportant cross-track OD pairs were stipulated to be served by transfers by the railway company. Thus, we only needed to provide direct services for big or main cross-track OD pairs. The small cross-track OD pairs' demands were split into individual-track demands by the railway company using the method in Step 1 of Section 3.1 in advance, and then we got them as original individual-track demands. In the N-track network case, this part of cross-track demand accounted for 32.88% of the total. The reductions of the average number of stops per CTHST and the number of CTHSTs were also caused by this reason.
In fact, the practical line plans of Chinese high-speed railway are basically nonperiodic but our research was carried out in the context of periodic operation (which is one of the assumptions). In this case, they have different goals and focuses during their generating process. For example, in China, the main task for cross-track train is serving as many OD pairs as possible. Also, because most of the line plans are operated nonperiodically, there is also no need to consider periodicity goal in line planning process, which should be taken into account in priority in the periodic operation context.
Conclusions
With the rapid expansion of China's HSR network, the number of cross-track passengers will continually increase; this type of passenger flow has become an important part of the total. In China, the CTHST is the main method used to serve cross-track passengers. However, in China's context, it is not a good choice to use the existing line planning method to solve the cross-track line planning problem because the line pool generation will be much more time-consuming due to the large amount of possible stop plans. In this paper, we proposed a new process for generating a cross-track line plan, which is a two-stage procedure that generates the individual-track line plans and then combines them. The first stage has been well studied in the existing research, so we mainly developed the model to combine the ITHSTs, which is a discrete optimization problem. In this 0-1 integer linear programming model, we not only considered the cross-track passenger demand that needed to be met, but also considered the negative impact of running CLSHTs, thus striking a balance between passenger transportation and CTHST disadvantages. We proposed the model formulations both for a two-track network and an N-track network, and then tested the models using real-life cases in China. We showed that in a certain set of weight values, we could quickly produce optimal cross-track line plans for all cases, which verified the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model. To the best of our knowledge, no cross-track line plan has previously been generated for a large-scale Chinese HSR network. We could also quickly address this problem using the method proposed. For the periodicity goal, train quantity goal, train mileage goal, and train stop quantity goal in the objective function, we explored the impact of each subobject on the result by adjusting the corresponding weight. Additionally, we completed experiments to study the influence factors of computation. It showed that the size of line pool and the number of cross-track OD pairs directly affected the solving time of the model. Finally, two comparisons with the existing classic methods and real-life line plans were conducted to verify the improvements made by the proposed method.
However, there are still some problems that need to be further studied. Firstly, in this paper, we generated the cross-track line by only combining individual-track lines without any modification. To make the generated cross-track line plan more flexible, we can appropriately adjust the stop plan during the combination process.
Secondly, we only considered combinations of individual-track lines with the same train type. This means that an ITHST with 500 seats cannot be combined with a 1000-seat ITHST. This is because, in China, train coupling and uncoupling work beside the platform has not yet been implemented. However, from the research perspective, we can break this rule to obtain more types of CTHSTs. In this case, rolling stock circulation and maintenance scheme optimization need to be considered additionally since vehicles have to be provided at the crossing station for coupling work and new tasks have to be assigned for the vehicles to be uncoupled. This is an interesting problem that requires further study.
Thirdly, we did not consider the effect of line plan on passenger flow, which is usually not considered in most of the individual-track line planning models. A line plan is created according to the given demand. The impact of the plan on passenger demand is another research topic that is also important because this situation likely occurs in real life.
The method and model in this paper can also be used to combine nonperiodic line plans. Similarly, if there is an individual track with a large number of intermediate stations, we can split it into segments and then use our method to generate its line plan. Aside from creating the line plan for the CTHST, this model is a good tool to support decisions since it can produce different kinds of line plans according to the different values of the goals' weights and different proportions of the demand considered. 
